Abstract: Using the fiber bundle M over a manifold B, we define a semi-tensor (pull-back) bundle tB of type (p,q). The complete and horizontal lift of projectable geometric objects on M to the semi-tensor (pull-back) bundle tB of type (p,q) are presented. The main purpose of this paper is to study the behaviour of complete lift of vector and affinor (tensor of type (1,1)) fields on cross-sections for pull-back (semi-tensor) bundle tB of type (p,q).
Introduction
Let M n be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C ∞ and π 1 : M n → B m the differentiable bundle determined by a submersion π 1 . Suppose that (x i ) = (x a , x α ), a, b, ... = 1, ..., n − m;α, β , ... = n − m+ 1, ..., n;i, j, ... = 1, 2, ..., n is a system of local coordinates adapted to the bundle π 1 : M n → B m , where x α are coordinates in B m , and x a are fiber coordinates of the bundle π 1 : M n → B m . If (x i ′ ) = (x a ′ , x α ′ ) is another system of local adapted coordinates in the bundle, then we have
The Jacobian of (1) has components
where
(B m )(x = π 1 ( x), x = (x a , x α ) ∈ M n ) be the tensor space at a point x ∈ B m with local coordinates (x 1 , ..., x m ), we have the holonomous frame field 
On the other hand, let ε = π : E → B denote a fiber bundle with fiber F. Given a manifold B ′ and a map f : B ′ → B, one can construct in a natural way a bundle over B ′ with the same fiber: Consider the subset
together with the subspace topology from B ′ × E, and denote by π 1 :
is a fiber bundle with fiber F, called the pull-back bundle of ε via f [ [5] , [7] , [11] , [13] ].
From the above definition it follows that the semi-tensor bundle (t p q (B m ), π 2 ) is a pull-back bundle of the tensor bundle over B m by π 1 .
In other words, the semi-tensor bundle (induced or pull-back bundle) of the tensor bundle
To a transformation (1) of local coordinates of M n , there corresponds on t
The Jacobian of (2) is given byĀ
It is easily verified that the condition DetĀ = 0 is equivalent to the condition: In the special case, the semi-tensor bundles t 1 0 (B m ) (p = 1, q = 0) and t 0 1 (B m ) (p = 0, q = 1) are semi-tangent and semi-cotangent bundles, respectively.
We note that semi-tangent and semi-cotangent bundle were examined in [ [1] , [10] , [12] ] and [ [14] , [15] ], respectively. Also, Fattaev studied the special class of semi-tensor bundle [3] . We denote by ℑ 
where 
with respect to the coordinates
with respect to the coordinates (x 
Let ϕ ∈ ℑ 1 1 (B m ). On putting
we easily see that ( γϕ) ′ =Ā ( γϕ).
Complete lifts of vector fields
We now denote by
we easily see that cc X ′ =Ā cc X . The vector field cc X is called the complete lift of X to the semi-tensor bundle t p q (B m ).
Horizontal lifts of vector fields
Let X ∈ ℑ 1 0 (M n ) be a projectable vector field [9] with projection
If we take account of (3), we can prove that HH X ′ =Ā HH X , where HH X is a vector field defined by
with respect to the coordinates (x b , x β , x β ) on t p q (B m ). We call HH X the horizontal lift of the vector field X to t p q (B m ).
where the symmetric affine connection∇ is the given by Γ α β θ = Γ α θ β .
Proof. From (7), (8), (9) and (10), we have
Thus, we have Theorem 1. 
If the tensor field ξ has the local components ξ
. Differentiating (11) by x c , we see that n − m tangent vector fields B (c) (c = 1, ..., n − m) to β ξ (M n ) have components 
We denote by BX the vector field with local components
Differentiating (11) by x θ , we have vector fields C (θ ) (θ = n − m + 1, ..., n) with components
which are tangent to the cross-section β ξ (M n ) .
Thus C (θ ) have components
We denote by CX the vector field with local components
with respect to the coordinates (x
, which is defined globally along β ξ (M n ). , we easily see that the vector fields E (θ) (θ = n + 1, ..., n + m p+q ) with components
is tangent to the fibre, where δ is the Kronecker symbol.
Let ξ be a tensor field of type (p, q) with local components
We denote by Eξ the vector field with local components
which is tangent to the fibre.
According to (12) and (13), we define new projectable vector field H X by
, where
We consider in π −1 (U) ⊂ t p q (B m ), n + m p+q local vector fields B (c) , C (θ ) and E (θ) along β ξ (M n ). They form a local family of frames B (c) ,
We can state following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let X be a vector field on M n with projection X on B m . We have along β ξ (M n ) the formulas (9), (14) and (15), we have
Thus, we have (16). (ii) This immediately follows from (5).
On the other hand, on putting C (β) = E (β) , we write the adapted frame of
Since the matrix A in (16) is non-singular, it has the inverse. Denoting this inverse by A Taking account of (9), (10) and (16) 
